
Choose the pronoun that helps avoid a pronoun shift in each sentence.
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Name :

Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

The Watsons, who turned vegans recently, now get most of the protein2)

need from foods like nuts and seeds.  (they/you)

Grandpa has a fascination for properties with a rustic charm, so he doesn't

miss a chance to buy

1)

.  (it/them)

In observance of Memorial Day, the war monument had grizzled veterans in

uniform gathered all around

6)

.  (it/them)

Students who take notes regularly are more likely to excel in their exams

because

8)

have more attention to detail.  (you/they)

Florence always tells me to use park-and-ride wherever possible, and I think3)

is right.  (he/she)

Success in any career requires hard work, so whatever job a person is in,9)

must work hard.  (they/you)

Carpooling is becoming popular everywhere as

tremendously save on travel expenses.  (it/they)

can help4)

Mom always insists on Kevin waking up early so

and wiser.  (he/she)

is healthier5)

If the Powells are going to go ahead with this contract,

must !rst agree on the details in it.  (she/they)

7)

While teachers might not be the most paid,

satisfaction of in"uencing children for the good.  (they/you)

get the10)
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Choose the pronoun that helps avoid a pronoun shift in each sentence.
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Name :

Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

Answer Key

The Watsons, who turned vegans recently, now get most of the protein2)

they need from foods like nuts and seeds.  (they/you)

Grandpa has a fascination for properties with a rustic charm, so he doesn't

miss a chance to buy

1)

them .  (it/them)

In observance of Memorial Day, the war monument had grizzled veterans in

uniform gathered all around

6)

it .  (it/them)

Students who take notes regularly are more likely to excel in their exams

because

8)

they have more attention to detail.  (you/they)

Florence always tells me to use park-and-ride wherever possible, and I think3)

she is right.  (he/she)

Success in any career requires hard work, so whatever job a person is in,9)

they must work hard.  (they/you)

Carpooling is becoming popular everywhere as

tremendously save on travel expenses.  (it/they)

can help4) it

Mom always insists on Kevin waking up early so

and wiser.  (he/she)

is healthier5) he

If the Powells are going to go ahead with this contract,

must !rst agree on the details in it.  (she/they)

7) they

While teachers might not be the most paid,

satisfaction of in"uencing children for the good.  (they/you)

get the10) they
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